
  

75456 Manor Road Salford 

 

APPLICATION No: 20/75456/TEL56 

APPLICANT: Cornerstone and Telefonica UK Ltd 

LOCATION: Manor Road, Salford, M6 8QJ, ,  

PROPOSAL: Prior Approval for the Installation of a 20m slim-line column 

supporting 6 no. antennas, 2 no. transmission dishes, 2 no. 

equipment cabinets and ancillary development thereto including 

a GPS module and 3 no. Remote Radio Units (RRUs). 

WARD: Claremont 

 

 
 
 
Site and surroundings 
 
This application relates to a portion of the footway, located on the eastern side of Manor Road, adjacent to the 
City Learning Centre and set back from its junction with Eccles Old Road.  
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The application site is located within a predominately residential area. There are residential properties located to 
the west on the opposite side of Manor Road, with the footway on Manor Road and the grounds of the City 
Learning Centre and Buile Hill Visual Arts college occupying the land to the east.  
 
Proposal 
 
Prior approval is required for the siting and appearance of new telecommunication facilities in accordance with 
Section A of Part 16 of Schedule 2 of the Town and Country Planning (General Permitted Development) (England) 
Order 2015.  
 
This application seeks prior approval for the installation of a new 20m high monopole, which would be colour 
treated in light grey (RAL 7035), and 2 equipment cabinets which will be joined to appear as one, with these 
elements being colour treated in Fir Green (RAL 6009).  
 
The image below shows the proposed development - 

 
 
Members should be aware that the equipment cabinets can be installed under the operators permitted 
development rights, with application 20/75385/ELCOM confirming this, but they have been included on the plans 
and in the description in order to remain fully transparent.  
 
Relevant site history 
 
20/75385/ELCOM - This is a notification only no consultation or decision is required by the Council - Proposed 
radio base station installation at CTIL_30291601_TEF_89043 SW on Eccles Old Road, Manor Road, Salford, 
M6 8QJ, NGR's E:379749 N:399621 – Permitted Development 18.06.2020 
 
Publicity 
Earliest Decision Date: 28 July 2020 
Revised Expiry Date:  Extension agreed until 7th September 2020.  
 
Site Notice: Telecomm development  
Reason: Wider Publicity 
 
Press Advert:  N/A 
 
Neighbour Notification  
 
7 neighbouring properties were notified of the application.  
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Representations  
 
One letter of objection has been received in response to this application. The writer raises the following issues –  
 

• The area is residential and no-one knows the consequences of prolonged exposure to radiation from these 
masts on health.  

• There is already a mast on Eccles Old Road/Manor Road junction at the bus stop and masts on Pendleton 
College roof. The area with the mast is unsightly and is climbed on by school children. The box control 
attached to the mast is not in keeping with the area. The proposed mast and cabinets will look unsightly 

• The proposal will devalue properties in the area.  

 
Devaluation of property is not a material planning consideration.  
 
Consultations 
 
Highways 
 
Provided comments on the 14th July within which they expressed concerns with the proposal on the basis that 
when the cabinet doors were open for maintenance they will block the footway on the eastern side of Manor Road, 
preventing safe use by pedestrians, with this being unacceptable as there are high levels of pedestrian footfall in 
the area due to a school and college being located within close proximity to the site.  
 
Since these comments were provided further discussions have been held with the highways officer with them 
advising that given the infrequent nature of maintenance, with pedestrians being able to safely travel along Manor 
Road even when maintenance was taking place by crossing over and using the footway on the western side of 
Manor Road they do not consider that a refusal could be sustained on the basis that the new apparatus impedes 
pedestrian movement and creates an unsafe environment for road users when maintenance is taking place. 
 
Senior Drainage Engineer -   
Confirm that they have no objections to the proposal 
 
Nick Duriez - Operations Manager City Airport and Heliport  
Confirm that they have no objections to the application.  
 
Planning Policy 
 
Development Plan Policy 
 
Unitary Development Plan DEV1  -  Telecommunications 
This policy states telecommunications development will be permitted provided that the impact is acceptable in 
respect of i) visual amenity ii) residential amenity iii) appearance, character or fabric of an ancient monument 
listed building or conservation area iv) sites or features of ecological, geological, archaeological, landscape or 
recreational value. The operator must comply with the relevant standards and justify the need for development, 
the site selected and that evidence of pre-application discussions has taken place. 
 
Unitary Development Plan DES1  -  Respecting Context 
This policy states that development will be required to respond to its physical context and respect the positive 
character of the local area in which it is situated and contribute towards a local identity and distinctiveness. 
 
Unitary Development Plan DES2  -  Circulation and Movement 
This policy states that the design and layout of new development will be required to be fully accessible to all 
people, maximise the movement of pedestrians and cyclists through and around the site safely, be well related to 
public transport and local amenities and minimise potential conflicts between pedestrians, cyclists and other road 
users. 
 
Unitary Development Plan A8  -  Impact of Development on Highway Network 
This policy states that development will not be permitted where it would i) have an unacceptable impact upon 
highway safety ii) cause an unacceptable restriction to the movement of heavy goods vehicles along Abnormal 
Load Routes. 
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Unitary Development Plan A10  -  Provision of Car, Cycle, Motorcycle Park 
This policy states that there should be adequate provision for disabled drivers, cyclists and motorcyclists, in 
accordance with the Council’s minimum standards; maximum car parking standards should not be exceeded; and 
parking facilities should be provided consistent with the provision and maintenance of adequate standards of 
safety and security. 
 
Other Material Planning Considerations 
 
National Planning Policy 
 
National Planning Policy Framework 
 
Local Planning Policy 
 
Supplementary Planning Document  -  Telecommunications 
This policy document expands on the policies in Salford’s Unitary Development Plan to provide additional 
guidelines against which applications for telecommunications equipment, such as mobile phone masts, will be 
assessed. 
 
It is not considered that there are any local finance considerations that are material to the application. 
 
The Revised Draft Greater Manchester Spatial Framework (‘GMSF’) was subject to public consultation at the start 
of 2019. The next version of the plan is expected to be published in summer 2020. In accordance with paragraph 
48 of the National Planning Policy Framework it is considered that very limited weight can be given to the policies 
in the GMSF. 
 
The Publication Salford Local Plan: Development Management Policies and Designations (‘Local Plan’) was 
published on 27 January 2020 and comments are being invited until 20 March 2020.  This is the version of the 
document that the city council would like to adopt and has been subject to a significant amount of public 
consultation in previous stages of its production. However, in accordance with paragraph 48 of the National 
Planning Policy Framework the weight that can be given to the Local Plan currently is limited. Following the end 
of the period for comments, the city council will consider the comments made to determine the extent to which 
there are unresolved objections to the policies in the Plan. Those policies with less significant (or no) objections 
will be capable of carrying more weight than those with significant unresolved objections. 
   
In addition, following the publication of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) it is necessary to consider 
the weight which can be afforded to the policies of the Council's adopted Unitary Development Plan (paragraph 
213 NPPF February 2019). 
 
In terms of this application it is considered that the relevant policies of the UDP can be afforded due weight for 
the purposes of decision making as the relevant criteria within the UDP policies applicable to the proposed 
development are consistent with the policies contained in the NPPF. 
 
Appraisal  
 
Section 10 of NPPF, sets out the Government’s general policy position supporting high quality communications 
infrastructure. Paragraph 112 states that, “Advanced, high quality communications infrastructure is essential for 
economic growth and social well-being. Planning policies and decisions should support the expansion of 
electronic communications networks, including next generation mobile technology (such as 5G) and full fibre 
broadband connections”.  
 

Furthermore, paragraph 113 states, “The number of radio and electronic communications masts, and the sites for 
such installations, should be kept to a minimum consistent with the needs of consumers, the efficient operation of 
the network and providing reasonable capacity for future expansion. Use of existing masts, buildings and other 
structures for new electronic communications capability (including wireless) should be encouraged. Where new 
sites are required (such as for new 5G networks, or for connected transport and smart city applications), 
equipment should be sympathetically designed and camouflaged where appropriate.” 
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Policy DEV1 of the Adopted Unitary Development Plan states proposals for telecommunications development will 
be permitted providing that their impact would be acceptable with respect to: 

i. visual amenity; 
ii. residential amenity; 
iii. the appearance, character or fabric of an ancient monument, listed building or conservation area; and 
iv. sites of ecological, geological archaeological, landscape or recreational value, including trees subject to 

a tree preservation order; and where: 
v. the operator has demonstrated compliance with all relevant ICNIRP standards, taking into account any 

cumulative emissions from other nearby telecommunications equipment: 
vi. the need for the development, in terms of its role in the regional or national telecommunications network 

has been demonstrated; 
vii. the rationale and justification for site selection have been set out and evidence provided that opportunities 

have been considered for mast/site sharing and locating equipment on existing buildings and structures; 
and 

viii. the operator has provided evidence of pre-application discussions in accordance with national guidance 
and best practice. 

 
Policy TEL1 Telecommunications SPD requires that telecommunications development should be located in 
accordance with the following order of preference: 

1. The sharing of existing telecommunications sites and installations including masts, structures & buildings; 
2. The use of existing buildings and structures where there are no existing telecommunications installations; 
3. The use of sites where there are no existing telecommunications installations. 

 
Policy TEL2 of the Telecommunications SPD states proposals for new telecommunications installations will 
normally be permitted provided that such installations: 

1. Are of a scale, height and design appropriate to the character of the area where the installation is to be 
sited, bearing in mind that the structure may also be seen from another area with different characteristics; 

2. Respect architectural style and avoid locations that detract from strong or important architectural 
details/features; 

3. Do not have an adverse impact on views, the skyline or important landmark structures; 
4. Avoid creating visual clutter; 
5. Use the simplest form of installation possible unless the site is considered suitable for mast sharing or a 

bespoke design with individual architectural or sculptural merit; 
6. Incorporate, where necessary, new landscaping to help screen the installation; and 
7. Use appropriate colour and materials to minimise the environmental impact. 

 
Policy TEL3 of the Telecommunications SPD states where installations are located on or near a footway the 
equipment should normally: 

1. Be located within an established pattern of existing lamp columns or telegraph poles, if they exist, or, if 
not, located to the back of the footway; 

2. Not be located within visibility splays for pedestrians and vehicular traffic; 
3. Avoid reducing footway width to less than 2m; 
4. Avoid being located on the approach side of bus stops if the view of buses would be obstructed; and 
5. Keep equipment cabins to a minimum, preferably one, in the smallest size possible. 

 
Site selection and mast sharing 
 
The proposal would result in the introduction of a new 20m high monopole and 2 equipment cabinets which will 
be joined to appear as one. The installation is a new development which is being introduced in order to allow 
Telefonica UK to provide improved 2G, 3G, 4G and new 5G coverage and capacity thereby ensuring that those 
in the vicinity have access to the latest technologies.   
 
The submission states that Telefonica UK currently share a mast with Vodaphone on Eccles Old Road, adjacent 
to the bus stop located at its junction with Manor Road, however the operator is having to find a new site as they 
are unable to upgrade the existing mast to provide 5G technologies for both Vodaphone and Telefonica without it 
being radically redesigned and replaced with a much bulkier and bigger structure, together with replacement 
cabinets that would require a much larger land take at ground level encroaching onto the pavement area.  
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The submission states that the existing mast and associated equipment on Eccles Old Road would be retained 
for use solely by Vodaphone, with Telefonica coming forward with this proposal in order to continue and expand 
the coverage offered by the existing mast. 
 
In order to continue and expand the existing coverage currently offered by the Eccles Old Road mast the 
submission states that any new site needs to be located as close as possible to the existing mast in order to 
replicate its existing coverage in this cell area. In order to meet this requirement, the submission confirms that the 

following sites have been considered and discounted for the reasons given -  

 

 
 
Having regard to the information provided it is considered that satisfactory consideration has been given to 
opportunities for mast/site sharing and locating equipment on existing buildings and structures.  

 
Visual Amenity  
 
The application site is not located within a sensitive area, with no heritage assets being found in the immediate 
vicinity. 
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The design of the mast is a product of its function, with the submission noting that the proposed structure is the 
slimmest design possible to enable all technologies to be supported from the site, with the antenna stack being 
only marginally wider than the main column width. 
 
It is acknowledged that the mast would be taller than the neighbouring lighting columns and the immediate tree 
line, however the mast would be viewed in conjunction with a number of mature trees located on the eastern side 
of Manor Road, with the submission stating that the 20m height is required in order to ensure that the antennas 
would be clear of the trees and other elements in the street scene thereby allowing them to operate effectively, 
with a lower height leading to a poor user experience for a large part of the target coverage area 
 
The mast would be colour treated in grey to ensure that its blends in with the other vertical structures within the 
area such as lighting columns, with the submission stating that the grey colour will help the mast assimilate with 
the often-grey sky.  
 
In respect of the cabinets these are designed to appear like other statutory undertaker’s equipment cabinets, 
being colour treated in green to improve their appearance and help them assimilate with the fence at the City 
Learning Centre which they would be sited adjacent to.  
 
For these reasons, and given that the design and appearance of the equipment would be typical of telecoms 
installations, which have become an integral part of the urban environment, it is not considered that the proposal 
would have a detrimental impact on the visual amenity of the area.  
 
Residential Amenity 
 
The proposal will not harm the amenities of neighbouring residential properties which are sufficiently distanced 
from the installation to ensure any potential harm is sufficiently negated – the closest residential properties are 
located on the opposite side of Manor Road, approximately 22m from the site is proposed installation.  
 
Highway and Pedestrian safety 
  
The proposed mast and associated equipment cabinets would be located at the back of footpath, with a 1.7m 
clear footway being retained. Consequently, it is not considered that the introduction of the new 
telecommunications equipment would hinder the right of passage for pedestrians along Manor Road while the 
doors to the cabinets are closed. However, the doors open outwards and consequently when the doors are open 
to allow for maintenance they would block the footway. The highways officer initially expressed concerns with this 
however they have since advised that given the infrequent nature of maintenance, with pedestrians being able to 
safely travel along Manor Road even when maintenance was taking place by crossing over and using the footway 
on the western side of Manor Road they do not consider that a refusal could be sustained on the basis that the 
new apparatus impedes pedestrian movement and creates an unsafe environment for road users when 
maintenance is taking place. 
 
The applicant is required to apply for relevant highway permits/licenses in advanced of any works being 
undertaken on the adopted highway/verge and an informative is recommended to advise the applicant of this. 
 
Health Issues 
 
The applicant has submitted a declaration of ICNIRP compliance in support of the application. This certifies that 
the site is designed to be in full compliance with the requirements of the radio frequency guidelines of the 
International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation for public exposure. The declaration takes into account the 
cumulative effect of emissions from the proposed installation and all other installations at or near the application 
site. It is therefore considered that there are no issues regarding health on which to refuse this application.   
 
Recommendation 
 
Prior approval required and recommended to approve 

 
Notes to Applicant 
 
1. The applicant must detail how they intend to install and service the proposed equipment and contact the Local 

Highways Department before any installation works commences to agree: 
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• Summation of an Approval in Principle (AIP) for the foundation and support mast to ensure the safe use 
during service for the users of the highway. 

• No development shall take place until a working method statement as to how the applicant will construct, 
install and maintain access to the site, has been agreed with the Local Highways Authority.  

 
2. Applications for all forms of highway permits/licenses shall be made in advance of any works being undertaken 

on the adopted highway. Note: No boundary fencing shall be erected or positioned on any part of the adopted 
highway without first seeking the relevant permits/licenses from the Local Highway Authority – John Horrocks 
- Tel: 0161 603 4046 

 
3. The following drawings have been assessed as part of this appraisal: 

Site location maps – drawing 100 Rev A 
Proposed site plan – drawing 201 Rev A 
Proposed site elevation – drawing 301 Rev A 

 

 
 


